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Abstract 

In the early decade of twenty first century, violent activities of religious 

fundamentalists increased in fragile states. Waves theory of terrorism 

explained cyclic progression of terrorism and propagation of terrorist related 

activities from 1880 till first decade of twenty first century. The main focus 

of theory was the acts perpetrated by militant, violent and extremist groups 

of individuals emerged in waves of ideologies. Strains theory of Terrorism 

has been presented which has provided an alternative explanation about 

progression of terrorism. The main theme of this theory has been 

organizational context of terrorist organizations who interact regularly with 

direct competitors, learn from both their own and their rivals’ success. This 

study is the historical analytical study of terrorism in Pakistan, keeping the 

theoretical frame work of both theories. It has been explained that Pakistan 

is currently going through Religious Wave and Social exclusion stages of 

proposed theories.  

Keywords: Terrorism, Pakistan, Waves Theory, Strains Theory, 

Terrorism in Pakistan 

Introduction  

In the early decade of twenty first century, the occurrence of violent 

activities related to elements from the religious fundamentalist increased in 

particularly those areas where the state was fragile. One of those area was 

Pakistan, which was indirectly involved in the global wave of terrorism. The
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cover page of Newsweek weekly edition of 22nd October, 2007 had marked 

the worries of those who thought Pakistan to be a state not only supporting 

violent religious fundamentalist but also was shielding them from the 

external global powers. The title headline of the cover read “The Most 

Dangerous Nation in the World is not Iraq. It’s Pakistan.” In the succeeding 

years Barak Obama, the then President of United States in 2009, had to 

review the policy regarding deployment of forces in Afghanistan due to 

some facts which were: 

“Al Qaeda and its allies – the terrorists who planned and 

supported the 9/11 attacks – are in Pakistan and 

Afghanistan… They have used this mountainous terrain as a 

safe haven to hide, to train terrorists, to communicate with 

followers, to plot attacks …For the American people, this 

border region has become the most dangerous place in the 

world. But this is not simply an American problem… The 

safety of people around the world is at stake.”1 

Pakistan has been allegedly accused and termed as “both a major victim of 

terrorism and a major sponsor of terrorism”2. The trend of labelling Pakistan 

as “the most active sponsor of the terrorism”, using proxy warriors to gain 

strategic depth, started, and is continuing trend, since the start of Afghan 

War (1979-1988)3. Due to proximity of two of its volatile neighbors, 

Pakistan has been embroiled in the Inter-state politics in the global arena. 

1 "Remarks of President on Afghanistan and Pakistan.", White House Press Release, 
Washington, DC., March 27, 2008.  
2 Bruce Riedel. Pakistan and Terror: The Eye of the Storm. Washington, DC.: Brooking 
Institution, 2008. 
3 Daniel Byman, Deadly Connections: States That Sponsor Terrorism. Cambridge 
University Press, 2005. 
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With the initiation of global jihadi movement masses of “Mujahedeen” 

joined the fight against the Red Devil, like the call of crusader by Pope 

Urban-II in 1095, with goal of freeing the land of Muslims from the grip of 

Communist regimes. The change of guards in Afghanistan with the ouster 

of King Zahir Shah, a seemingly moderate King of Afghanistan, replaced 

by his cousin Daud Khan which after coming into power started an agitation 

in the name of Pakhtun Nationalism4. Pakistan had been alleged to covertly 

sponsoring radical elements of Afghan society that had the anti-communist 

and anti-state ideologues since 19755. Pakistan had remained a “refuge to 

several insurgent leaders, who, in just a few years, would command 

Pakistan-based “Mujahedeen” (freedom fighters) groups opposing the 

Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and indigenous communists”6.  

In the context of Pakistan being a victim of terrorism, it is necessary to have 

a historical overview of terror related activities in Pakistan. This article is 

subdivided into four sections. Section 1 provides the introduction. Section 

2 provides the basic outlay of the two theories of terrorism: Four Waves 

Theory of Terrorism by David C. Rapoport and Four Strains Theory of 

Terrorism by Tom Parker and Nick Sitter. Section 3 highlights the various 

stages of terrorist activities in Pakistan in the context of both theories. 

Section 4 concludes the article.  

The Four Waves Theory of Terrorism 

In the world that is riddled with new forms of knowledge, study of terrorism 

4 Ahmed Rashid,  Descent into Chaos: The US and the Disaster in Pakistan, Afghanistan 
and Central Asia. New York: Penguin Books, 2008. 
5 M G Weinbaum,  & J B Harder, "Pakistan’s Afghan policies and their consequences. 
Contemporary South Asia." 16, no. 1 (2008): 25–38. 
6 Ibid 
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is gaining momentum. In the ever-growing body of knowledge in the field 

of security studies David C. Rapoport gained fame with his Theory of Four 

Waves of Terrorism.7 His Four Waves Theory of Terrorism was linked with 

Arthur Schlesinger’s theory of Political Generations. Schlesinger has 

proposed 40 years generation cycle for the American Presidential Election, 

and further suggested that there were waves of political and social activism 

followed by a wave of retrenchment when the people were focused on 

material gains and economic wellbeing of self and family8. This cycle would 

repeat and so on and so forth. However, Schlesinger was unable to predict 

if there was any bridge between the historical context and the political 

aspirations of the generations. David Rapoport categorized the waves, into 

four;  

 “Anarchist Wave” started in 1880s which lasted for over four 

decades. 

 “Anti-Colonial Wave” in the early 1920s which had largely died 

down and dissipated by late 1960s. 

 “New Left Wave” took shape in the last leg of 1960s which 

continued well into the 1990s. 

 “Religious Wave” began with Soviets taking practical control of the 

State of Afghanistan in 19799.  

The main focus of Rapoport were acts perpetrated by militant, violent and 

7 David C Rapoport, "The Four Waves of Rebel Terror and September 11." Anthropoetics 
1, no. 8 (2002). 
8 A M Schlesinger, The cycle of American History. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1986. 
9 Ibid. 
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extremist groups of individuals which came in waves of ideologies. The 

origin of Anarchist Wave was the shooting of Colonel Fyodor Trepov by 

Vera Zasulich in 1878 and the trial of Vera where she declared, “I am 

anarchist, not a terrorist”10. This wave continued to spread to Europe and 

Americas where it was rechristened as Workers Movement. Rapoport 

viewed the commencement of the first wave because of two factors: doctrine 

and technology. The Nechaev’s strategy of terror in Revolutionary 

Catechism acted as a guide to terrorist organization Narodnaya Volya ("The 

People's Will"). To fill the void, terror as a "new form of communication" 

was employed; weapon who could be undetected to naked eye but inherently 

present in mind’s eye. For Anarchists, terrorism was “a strategy, not an 

end”, and they employed tactics specially tailored to the context and the 

objective they wanted to achieve11. 

The next wave, “the Anti-Colonial Wave”, occurred right after the 

culmination of the First World War. The anti-colonists, in view of Rapoport 

employed different techniques learnt from the Anarchists to achieve their 

goals: the birth and rise of hit and run tactics later known as Guerrilla War. 

Another development in the Anti-Colonial wave was that the term terrorist 

was used to describe “all violent rebels as terrorists”.  

The Vietnam War stated the “New Left wave” where “radicalism was often 

combined with nationalism”. The New left wave can be regarded as the Neo-

Anarchist wave as it combined the tactics of anarchist to achieve 

international recognition and international outreach, thus creating the 

10 Ana Siljak, Angel of Vengeance: the "Girl Assassin," the Governor of St. Petersburg, 
and Russia's Revolutionary World . 2008. 
11 Op Cit Rapoport, David. 2002 
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phenomenon of “international terrorism”. The New left wave saw changes 

of not only tactics but also techniques. Plane hijackings, terrorist strikes on 

foreign embassies and kidnapping became the tactics used by the rebels, 

terrorists and other groups with impunity.  

At the tail end of the New Left Wave, a parallel wave had started to take its 

shape. This was the Religious wave. In earlier waves religious identity, 

Rapoport has asserted, was important, and often overlapped with religious-

ethnicity, but the aim had always been the creation of secular sovereign 

state. In addition to assassinations, and hostage taking, the innovation of 

Religious Wave has been Suicide Bombings which asserted the martyrdom 

theme of the first wave, neglected by the other two waves. Another 

important innovative tool which was used in this wave was creation of a 

unique organization in its recruitment and purpose: the creation of Al-Qaeda 

and Global Jihad. In conclusion, Rapoport has warned that  

“This history shows that the inspiration for a terrorist wave 

may dry out in time, and that resistance can destroy 

organizations or make them ineffectual. But alas, it also 

demonstrates that the terrorists regularly invent new ways 

to conduct their activities”12. 

Rapoport used a very unique approach where he treated each wave not only 

in political context but also the violence associated with it. His work was 

culmination of his previous works where his focus was on ancient world and 

12 Ibid 
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the development of political violence13. His works later inspired the scholars 

to work on the study of terrorism and the religious connotations tied to it 
14,15. Rappaport has the advantage of prediction of the next waves of 

terrorism as he has looked into the historical events as waves, rather just an 

anomaly. 

The Four Strains Theory of Terrorism 

The main follow-up or criticism on the wave theory of Rappaport was by 

two scholars of terrorism studies Tom Parker and Nick Sitter.16 After 

acknowledging the Rapoport’s prediction of the rise of Religious Wave 

which according to Rappaport would dissipate by year 2025 and providing 

basic frame work for academic discourses, they found a slight flaw in 

Rapoport’s theory which is due to his assertions that “each wave as having 

an international character” “driven by a predominant energy” which results 

in “a cycle of activity…characterized by expansion and contraction…” and 

“when a wave’s energy cannot inspire new organizations, the wave 

disappears”17. The main critique by them is that “the strategic and tactical 

choices terrorist organizations make play an important role in the evolution 

of terrorism” which Waves theory fails to provide as each type of terrorism 

13 For further details please see his article “Mosses, Charisma, and Covenant” published in 
The Western Political Quarterly, Vol. 32, No. 2 (Jun., 1979), pp. 123-143, is said to be the 
pioneer in the study of terrorism in historical context. 
14 Mark Juergensmeyer, Terror in the mind of God: The global rise of religious violence. 
Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003. 
15 J Kaplan, "David C. Rappaport and the study of religiously motivated terrorism." In 
Terrorism, identity and legitimacy: Four waves theory and political violence, by J. 
Rosenfeld, 66–84. New York: Routledge, 2011. 
16 Tom Parker and Nick Sitter. "The Four Horsemen of Terrorism: Its not waves, its 
Strains." Terrorism and Political Violence, 2015: 1-20. 
17 David C Rapoport, "Four Waves of Modern Terrorism." In Attacking Terrorism: 
Elements of a Grand Strategy, by Audrey Kurth Cronin & James Ludes, 46-73. 
Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 2004. 
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has “deeper historical roots” than suggested by him18.  Due to these 

anomalies they proposed an alternative framework for analysis, based on the 

premise that 

“…terrorism comes in four different strains and that there is 

an important element of ‘‘contagion’’ both within and 

between these separate strains. We believe that it may even 

be possible to identify a ‘‘patient zero’’ for each strain: an 

individual who either through advocacy or example first 

promoted the innovative adoption of terrorist methods to 

advance a particular political cause. The concept of four 

strains fits the historical record better, and more plausibly 

explains how terrorism spreads and evolves from one 

conflict to the next.”19 

Parker & Sitter, using the same period as that of Wave theory, proposed four 

Strains which are 1) Nationalism, 2) Socialism, 3) Religious Extremism and 

4) Social Exclusion. They used the definition of terrorism proposed by Boaz

Ganor which defines terrorism as “the intentional use of or threat to use 

violence against civilians or against civilian targets, in order to attain 

political aims”20.  

The basic framework of Parker & Sitter lies in this context. They have 

provided organizational context of terrorist organizations who “interact 

regularly with direct competitors learn from both their own and their rivals’ 

18 Op Cit. Parker and Sitter 2015: 1-20. 
19 Ibid 
20 Ibid 
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success”21. By delineating their conceptual framework, they further 

provided that the pivotal to the idea of contagion or organizational learning 

is the spread of ideas and practices through borders, where terrorist groups 

cooperate with each other or imitate actions of one another. This copying of 

tactics is what shapes the terrorist organizations in global scenario. Often 

terrorist organizations are inspired from acts, tactics or operational 

capabilities of another terrorist organization and hence by employing the 

tactics provided a bridge of semblance.  

They acknowledged Rappaport’s assertion that the spread of terrorist 

activities was due to technological advancements in both weaponry as well 

as the mode of communication. Newer and refined weapons proved to be a 

significant force multiplier for both the state and those fighting it to achieve 

political aim. In the same way, the technological advances in 

telecommunication and transportation also provided the added benefits to 

terrorists who now could easily travel, get funds and become an existential 

threat. But the most important factor in this progression of terror activities 

was the spread of political ideas. In their views 

“The nineteenth century brought together the means, the 

motive, and the opportunity for small bands of committed 

radicals to take the fight to the established order and men 

and women of all political stripes were quick to realize the 

game-changing tools that the march of science had placed 

in the hands of their followers.”22 

21 Ibid 
22 Tom Parker, and Nick Sitter. "The Four Horsemen of Terrorism: Its not waves, its 
Strains." Terrorism and Political Violence, 2015: 1-20. 
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These radicals, revolutionaries and political leaders are what they have 

called “patient zero” of the viral contagion, those who have been able to 

learn, decipher and modify their acts, methods and techniques to achieve 

their political goals through terror. For Nationalist terrorism, they have 

chosen Felice Orsini, the Italian Nationalist and staunch supporter of Italian 

Unification. This fervor of Nationalism was most seen in Irish Nationalists 

who launched their terror tactics into British mainland as early as 1880s. 

The tactics used by Irish Nationalists were copied and modified to their 

advantage by the Jewish (read Zionist) terror groups such as Lehi and Irgun. 

The very last of the organizations that had been involved in “Nationalistic 

Terrorism” were Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and the 

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO). Although many of those 

organizations have not achieved their stated goals, but have been crucial part 

of their narratives.  

The poster boy for Socialist Terrorism, in view of Parker and Sitter, is Karl 

Heinzen, the German contemporary of Marx and Engles. His ideas were 

thought to be the precursors of the Narodnaya Rasprava (The People’s 

Retribution) which later evolved into the Narodnaya Volya (The People’s 

Will). The socialist ideology was transported across the borders and it was 

used to advantage by Mao Tse Tung against Chinese Nationalist Army and 

Japanese Imperial Army to success. The concept of armed propaganda or 

irregular guerrilla warfare were introduced in what Rapoport calls the New 

Left Wave and Park & Sitter claim to be the product of Socialist Terrorism 

strain. 

Joh Brown, an anti-slavery American abolitionist, has been termed as the 

patient zero of the Religious Strain of Terrorism. The motivation behind 
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Brown was his deeply rooted Christian faith. The Irish Nationalism had a 

strain of religious fervor but it cannot be termed as part of the Religious 

Strain of Terrorism. The dormancy of Religious Strain was ended with the 

emergence of Muslim Brotherhood. The tenants of the group’s philosophy 

were “militancy (within context of jihad) and martyrdom”23. The teaching 

of two of the influential ideologues of the Muslim Brotherhood, namely 

Hasan Al-Banna and Sayed Qutub, and later their deaths, established a sense 

of inspiration to the terror organizations. Parker and Sitter argue that the 

Religious wave of Terrorism started not in 1979 (the year when Iranian 

Revolution, Soviet Occupation of Afghanistan and Mecca Siege happened) 

but it dates way back. Furthermore, religious wave is also applicable to the 

Christians and Jews, not restricted to the Islamic terror organizations only24. 

The last strain on the Strain Theory of Terrorism is the Social Exclusion, the 

so-called outliers by Rapoport. The patient zero for this is American 

Confederate General Nathan Forrest and his band of White Christian 

Supremacists- the Ku Klu Klan. Such outliers were found in Russia (Black 

Hundreds- the anti-Semitic organization), Germany (Nazi’s 

Sturmabteilung). In post-World War-II era, the incidence of individuals 

taking the route of terror in Europe and America has shown that most of 

them are isolated incidents and are due to any number of reasons.  

In concluding remarks Parker and Sitter had in support of their theory 

claimed that  

“The four strains differ fundamentally in ideology… Judging 

by what the terrorists themselves claim, contagion (or 

23 Ibid: 1-20. 
24 Ibid: 1-20. 
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learning) seems to have been somewhat stronger within each 

strain, than across strains. But it must also be acknowledged 

that in many cases ideas jumped across both generations 

and ideologies”25. 

Terrorism in Pakistan: Strain of Waves 

The existing current of terrorism can be traced back to the 1970s and 1980s. 

The abolition of monarchy by Sardar Daud Khan in year 1973 and 

subsequent Inqilab-e-Saur which led to Soviet Invasion in 1979 and Islamic 

Revolution in Iran where the monarchy was replaced with theocracy 

(Walayat-e-Faqih) were the events that are considered the principal events 

in the international arena whose repercussions were more felt in Pakistan. 

These events, viewed in conjugation with the domestic political scene in 

Pakistan, provide a fair picture of the political upheaval and birth of violent 

extremes of political violence by non-state actors26. Plotting the terror 

related activities in Pakistan since 1980s provide a very complex picture. 

Such a study has been taken by Saeed, Syed and Martin, who have analyzed 

data provided in South Asia Terrorism Portal (SATP) and Global Terrorism 

Database (GTD) for the period 1981-2010 and the inferred that  

“Historically, non-sectarian violence has been more deadly 

than sectarian, yet in recent years this pattern has reversed 

and sectarian violence has become more deadly. Terrorists 

have responded to crackdowns by adopting tactics with a 

higher probability of mass casualties, for example, suicide 

25 Ibid 
26 Luqman Saeed,  Syed Shabib Haider, and Roger P. Martin. "Historical patterns of 
terrorism in Pakistan." Defense & Security Analysis 30, no. 3 (2014): 209-229. 
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bombing. We have seen the number of events decline, but the 

number of casualties increase dramatically. 

The lethality of terrorism also depends upon the type of 

violence. Ethnic terrorists, for example, who have a 

constituency among the people, have pursued a practice of 

targeted killings either by assassination or targeted 

bombings. Non-sectarian, non-ethnic terrorists, on the other 

hand, have no particular constituency among the people, 

and have employed methods designed to achieve 

indiscriminate mass casualties such as suicide bombings in 

public centers. Their objective has been to discredit the 

government and inculcate fear among the masses for 

political ends”27. 

This study provides a baseline for statistically plotting map of pattern of 

terrorism and the methods employed by terrorist organizations. The current 

article has used the data keeping in view the relevance to the explanation of 

the Waves vs Strains model in historical as well as statistical context. By 

analyzing data sources they have argued that the terrorism in Pakistan has 

been in peaks; first peak happened during the period of 1985-1988 at the 

culmination of Afghan Jihad during its deadliest phase, the second peak 

(1995–1996) was limited to Sindh, Karachi and rural Sindh, due to military 

operation conducted at that time. The terrorist activities peaked to the 

deadliest in history of Pakistan after the launch of military operation in the 

Tribal areas in year 2004 after the commencement of Global War on Terror 

27 Ibid: 209-229. 
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(GWOT). Another peak of terrorism was observed at the time of Red 

Mosque Operation in 2007, another military operation. The most preferred 

mode of operation of the terrorists in the last peak was suicide bombings, 

which was not only cost effective but also it created mass casualties, 

undermining the efforts to curb terrorism. The study of Saeed, Syed and 

Martin later defined the trends of terrorism into three distinct eras: Afghan 

Jihad (1981-1989), Ethnic and Sectarian Terrorism (1990-1999) and Terror 

after “War on Terror” (2000-2010).28 

Eamon Murphy considers the start of terrorism not with Afghan Jihad but 

rather he opined that the terror related activities have been “committed by 

extremist members of the majority Sunni sect of Islam against other Muslim 

sects and other religions in Pakistan”. In essence the terrorism in Pakistan, 

in historical context, has primarily been propelled by religious narrative 

rather than nationalist or anarchist ideas. Let us see how much the terror 

activities have emerged whether in forms of generational waves as predicted 

by Rapoport or it has been Strains as proposed by Parker and Sitter. 

Pakistan came into existence at the time of end of Anti-Colonial Wave at 

the time of the emergence of New Left Wave. The country had gone through 

the New Left Wave where the ethno-political violence later gave birth to 

Bangladesh.  

The actual New Left Wave was observed in East Pakistan which after 

gaining independence from Pakistan became Bangladesh. The tactics and 

the methods used by the Bengalis were not different than those used by the 

proponents of New Left Wave. The guerrilla tactics and destruction of the 

28 Ibid 
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public property became their weapon of choice. The Bengali nationalism 

surpassed any efforts of assimilation into Pakistani nationality. At the same 

time the Razakars (volunteers or irregulars) of politico-religious parties in 

both parts of Pakistan were blamed29.  

Of all the Waves of Four Waves, Pakistan fits perfectly into the Religious 

Wave as the event which started the Religious Wave not only happened right 

across the border but Pakistan was allegedly accused of instigating and 

collaborating in destabilizing Afghanistan. The Bhutto government was 

accused of forming “Mujahedeen” as his security policy, 

“…recruited and trained a group of Afghans… Among these 

young men were Massoud, Gulbadeen Hekmatyar and other 

members of Jawan-e- Musulman. Massoud’s mission to 

Bhutto was to create unrest in northern Afghanistan.”30  

The fall out of the Afghan ““Mujahedeen”” and Iranian Revolution gave 

Pakistan the taste of Sectarian Wars which was due to Saudi-Iran proxy war 

in Pakistan31. It is a well acknowledged fact that internal conflict of 

Afghanistan would always translate into conflict in Pakistan but more 

importantly terrorism in Pakistan like its makeup is complex, religiously 

mixed and ethnically fragmented. Therefore, the culmination of religious 

wave in Pakistan is far from over and may continue to exist beyond the 

proposed timeline of Rapoport.   

29 Sarmila Bose, Dead Reckoning: Memories of the 1971 Bangladesh War. Karachi: Oxford 
University Press, 2011. 
30 Gary W Bowersox, The Gem Hunter: The Adventure of an American in Afghanistan. Geo 
Vision, Inc., 2004. 
31 Khaled Ahmad, Secterian Wars: Pakistan's Sunni-Shiite Violence and its links to Middle 
East. Karachi: Oxford Univeristy Press, 2011. 
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By looking into the viewing glass of Strain Theory of Terrorism, Pakistan 

has gone through Religious Extremist Strain and has now proceeded to 

Social Exclusion Strain. This fact can be calibrated as the very first 

incidence was motivated by the religious sentiments and the victims in that 

era were the minorities. In Munir Report it was clearly mentioned that the 

religious parties exploited religion for their own political ends and for them 

using the banner of Islam a weapon was permissible which they could drop 

and pick up at pleasure to discomfit a particular adversary32. The 1980s was 

the period where the number of terrorist attack increased many folds and 

though they subsided after Afghan War, the sectarian and ethnic incidents 

rose to peaks. The post-9/11 incidents of high number of casualties and 

employment of new methods of causing mass destruction resulted in calling 

Pakistan the most dangerous country in the world. The increasing and 

indiscriminate rate of bombings especially suicide missions in public places 

were reminiscent of the tactics used in 1980s with a slight difference; when 

Pakistan military regime opted to support the “Mujahedeen” groups. These 

elements later wanted to discredit and dissuade Pakistan from actively 

engaging the efforts against them33. The splinter cells of various terrorist 

organizations and lone wolves kept targeting the state while deeming the 

state and its citizens as apostates. This supports the argument that Pakistan 

has been fallen into not only religious extremism wave but also Social 

Exclusion Terrorism has taken its root.  

32 The Court of Inquiry, Report of the Court of Inquiry constituted under Punjab Act 11 of 
1954 to enquire into the Punjab disturbances of 1953 (Lahore: Government Print, 1954). 
33 Luqman Saeed, Syed Shabib Haider  and Roger P. Martin. "Historical patterns of 
terrorism in Pakistan." Defense & Security Analysis 30, no. 3 (2014): 209-229. 
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Conclusion 

Pakistan was founded with a notion to become homeland of Muslims, a 

Muslim state where Muslim nationalism was supposed to be further 

nurtured34. Pakistan’s terror related history is riddled with politico-religious 

portraits, where even the most secular of the leaders were bound to act 

Muslims. Pakistan’s reputation in the international community has been 

riddled with the fact that it supported the armed band of holy warriors which 

turned their ideologies and brought the same fight to its door-steps decades 

later. In backdrop of this, Pakistan’s struggle with the menace of terrorism 

is worth studying. Both the theories, when studied in isolation, provide an 

evidence of existence of a predominantly longstanding Wave or Strain of 

Terror. But when studied in context of religio-political, geo-political, 

strategic, historical and global scenarios, Religious Wave and Religious 

Strain converged in Pakistan in 1980s during and post-Afghan War. 

However, with emergence of new players in the field of terror related 

activities after 9/11 and commencement of the Global War on Terror, the 

Religious Strain has now converged into Social Exclusion where the splinter 

groups emerge and lone wolf attacks are performed. 

Much like its chequered history, terrorism in Pakistan has happened in 

patchworks. Both theories do provide a basic framework for the existence 

of terror network and the common goals achieved by the terrorists and the 

study of both these in context of a single country would be a vain exercise. 

However, it may be noted that Pakistan is a country with variety of terror 

occurrences with divergent groups operating within and outside its borders. 

34 For details please see Faisal Devji, Faisal. Muslim Zion. Harvard University Press, 2013 
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There are ethnically active violent elements who want secession; there are 

religiously motivated organizations who want imposition of sharia (Islamic 

law); and there are religiously extremist groups who want Pakistan to be the 

center of Global “Jihadi” efforts. To recapitulate, the mass-produced 

terrorist ideologies have created a widespread lethal terrorism in the form of 

Religious Wave and Religious Strain of Terrorism. 
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